“THE CLAW” TIE-DOWN SYSTEM

Features: Easy installation...Easy removal. No more struggling with screw-in anchors The “Claw®” is designed exclusively for aircraft. The “Claw®” system has an enabled screw thread allowing a direct replacement for Cessna P/N 2612035-1. Eligible for all Sn aircraft, Cessna models 208 and 208B. FAA-PMA approved to fit most G.A. aircraft seat rails. Quality constructed from solid aluminum alloy anodized per MIL-A-6825 and permanently fitted with a stainless threaded sleeve and welded stainless steel ring with heat treated steel alloy stud.

JEB’S REMOTE TIE-DOWN KIT

Remote Release System - This new safety device will be appreciated by anyone who hands start their plane. Release and retrieve without leaving the cockpit - get off to a safe start.

BAGGAGE TIE-DOWN

A very strong, light weight, and quick way to secure your bag. The photo shows two units; One with the clamp ring installed in the base and one with the clamping removed to show more detail. The unit parts are made of anodized 6061 T6 aluminum with a stainless ring. 2 rivnuts and 2 countersunk 10-32 cad-plated screws are furnished with each complete unit. Extra bases can be purchased individually, and include rivnuts and screws. Note: Use rivnuts to attach to surfaces with no rear access - simply drill a .25" hole and install rivnut. By installing additional bases you can tailor your baggage tie-down options to suit your current needs.

SLIDEDOWN AIRCRAFT TIE DOWN

Made as a “one size fits most aircraft”, the SlideDown is easily adjustable to reach most anchor points. Maximum reach on the tail is approximately 54 inches. The SlideDown can be shortened to accommodate just about any length. The SlideDown is proudly Made in the USA and available in a variety of colors. Features: Powder Coated Aircraft Grade Aluminum Slide, 716” Kernmantle Braided Rope available in a variety of colors, Vinyl Coated Hooks, and a maximum Reach: Wings 100”, Tail 54”. Sold in sets of 3.

CARAVAN TAIL TIEDOWN HANDLE

Airforms P/N AF2612056, Tail tie down handle, rear. Direct replacement for Cessna P/N 2612035-1. Eligible for all Sn aircraft, Cessna models 208 and 208B. FAA PMA approved. Specifications: • Precision fit – drop in replacement for the original part • Aircraft interface unchanged • Tail stand interface unchanged – works with your existing tail stand • Comes primed and ready for installation • FAA PMA Approved • All Sn aircraft, Cessna models 208 and 208B... ....P/N 05-12267 $46.50

SMART ANCHOR TIE DOWN SYSTEM

SmartAnchor is an advanced 3-pin anchoring system developed for securing aircraft. It has the below features: • Patented design enables it for both vertical pull and 45° pull; • Weight is 8 lbs; • Lifetime Guarantee; Includes: • 3 ea. steel alloy casting anchorents; • 9 ea. 1045 hi-carbon Wirespikes; the diameter of the spike is 3/8” and length is 12”; • actual weight is 11 lbs; • 11 oz hammer • 1 black durable carrying bag. ....P/N 13-18783 $79.95

RANS TIE DOWN SHACKLE

This stainless steel shackle will fit any 1 inch wide attach point, but is made special for most RANS aircraft that have RANS aluminum lift struts. The shackle is designed to accept chain or rope without marring the struts. ....P/N 13-10435 $9.80

NELSON AIRCRAFT TIE-DOWNS

• Three 15” welded (not bent) steel anchors with sharp tips for easy installation • Three 15’ nylon ropes: Cordura, Intl. Orange, 8’x1” case • Wt: 4 lbs P/N 13-00663 $81.50

THE PILOT BUDDY

A pilot actuated safety and restraint system for hand propping and tail tie down. Constructed to meet and exceed the load for purpose of positive restraint. Has a Black Velour storage Pouch (4” x 5”), and a slightly smaller restraint loop ring. The entire device and storage package weighs less than 2 OZ, and fits in the palm of your hand. Both the restraint loop and the release loop (Right side - 6 yards = 18’) are constructed of MIL Specification, MIL-C-5040, 750 pound test line. The Swing Latch Shackle release is tested certified to 800 pounds tensile strength for operating loads. The Swing Latch mating ring on the Restrainment loop (Left Side), is a ring constructed to MIL Specification. MS27762, with a tensile strength of more than 750 pounds. Package comes with instructions, a checklist for use, and other increasing safety materials. ....P/N 13-04259 $37.50

NYLON TIE-DOWN ROPES

American-made 100% DuPont filament fiber nylon rope. Over twice the strength of manila. Highly resistant to sunlight, rot & mildew. Don’t be fooled by foreign imitations.

5/8" Rope (4000 lb. test) P/N 13-05400...$0.28 /Ft. 1/2" Rope (6250 lb. test) P/N 13-05500...$0.66 /Ft.

AIRCRAFT TIE DOWNS

Three 17” x 3/8” plated steel cork screw stakkes. Three 10’ x 3/8” polypropylene ropes. Cloth draw string bag.

TOUGHMAN TIE-DOWN

Incorporates the patent protected Toughman™ Rope Clamp which has only two moving parts and is manufactured from high performance engineered nylon resin. It is very easy to use, extremely lightweight, high strength, and permanently corrosion proof. The Toughman™ Tie-Down product package includes one rope clamp, ten or fifteen feet of rope and one corrosion resistant steel hook. Military Tough: The Toughman™ Rope Clamp has undergone rigorous testing by the US Army Soldier Systems Center, “Natick” test labs and has been approved for use on cargo nets and rope support lines on military tents.

3/8” Camo 10’..............P/N 13-05115 $11.75 3/8” Red & Yellow 10’..............P/N 13-06142 $11.75

BIG SCREW EZ TIE DOWN

Big Screw EZ Tie-Down is an innovative tie down system combining a lightweight 18” cast aluminum ground screw, and a custom aviation designed attachment strap. The 18-inch long cast aluminum screw provides superior ground holding in all soil types. The screw penetrates deeply into compacted soils resulting in superior holding strength. This exclusive design provides two to three times the holding strength of spike type angled-in tie-downs. Large 1¼” Wide screw provides 80 Square inches of Ground Contact Area, 40 times more than a spike. The screw can be driven either directly into the ground or set out from a chuck. Quick easy installation and removal using a 1” ratchet, 1” socket, or a portable impact wrench (not included)...P/N 13-21308 $159.95

Big Screw Straps (3 each 9 Ft.)...P/N 13-21309 $69.95
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